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DIAMOND POEMS 
A diamond poem is a poem about two contrasting ideas, like LIGHT and DARK, or 
SPRING and WINTER. The aim is to describe the one idea in the first half of the poem, 
and then move onto the contrasting idea in the second half of the poem. Study carefully 
the example given below and then attempt three diamond poems of your own: 
 

RAIN 
Pouring drenching 

Numbing tickling splashing 
Monday Miserable Cheerful Friday 

Warming toasting tanning 
Glowing baking 

SUN 
 

 
 

 
 

Here are some ideas you could use for your poems: 
asleep-awake dreams - reality  hope - despair   birth - death 
youth - age  work - play   riches - poverty   desert - flood 
love - hate  friend - enemy  war - peace    silence - noise 
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